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Abstract: 

The ability of gold to act as proton acceptor and participate in hydrogen bonding remains an open 

question. Here we report the synthesis and characterization of cationic gold(I) complexes featuring 

ditopic phosphine-ammonium (P,NH+) ligands. Besides the presence of short Au∙∙∙H contacts in the 

solid state, the presence of Au∙∙∙H–N hydrogen bonds has been inferred by NMR and IR 

spectroscopies. The bonding situation has been extensively analysed computationally. All features 

are consistent with the presence of 3-center 4-electron attractive interactions combining 

electrostatic and orbital components. The role of relativistic effects has been examined and the 

analysis has been extended to other recently described gold(I) complexes. 
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Introduction 

Hydrogen bonds are ubiquitous and play a major role in chemistry. Besides the classical hydrogen-

bond acceptors (namely N, O, the halogens, S and P), transition metals have been recognized to also 

participate in hydrogen bonding towards protonic H‒X fragments. Since the 1990s, such M∙∙∙H–X 

interactions have garnered great interest (1, 2). Numerous studies have been carried out to better 

understand this unusual bonding situation, to delineate the influence of M∙∙∙H‒X interactions on the 

structure and properties of transition metal complexes. It is also of note that M∙∙∙H‒X interactions 

are relevant to the protonation of transition metals to form metal hydrides (1, 3, 4). M∙∙∙H‒X 

interactions have been unambiguously authenticated both intra- and intermolecularly with various 

hydrogen bond donor moieties (ammoniums, amides, water…) and electron-rich transition metals 

(mainly Pt and Co). 

The case of gold is very singular and deserves special attention. Due to strong relativistic effects (5, 

6), gold displays very different properties than the other transition metals. It is a very peculiar 

element among the d-block of the periodic table that has attracted considerable interest over the 

last 2-3 decades due to its recently discovered and unique efficiency in catalysis (7–11), both 

heterogeneous and homogeneous. Considerable efforts have also been involved in better 

understanding the structure and reactivity of gold compounds. In this respect, it is striking to note 

that the ability of gold to participate in hydrogen bonding still remains an open question, despite 

intense experimental and theoretical research in the last 12 years. The most relevant contributions 

in the field will be briefly presented hereafter. For a comprehensive and authoritative state-of-the-

art, the reader is invited to refer to the review published in 2014 by Schmidbaur et al (12). 

In the mid 2000’s, Jansen prepared and characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) an ammonia complex 

of the auride ion Au–. The presence of Au∙∙∙H–N hydrogen bonding was inferred based on the 

relatively short Au∙∙∙H distance (2.58(1) Å) and wide Au∙∙∙H–N angle (158(1)°) (13). A number of Au(I) 

and Au(III) complexes were also reported to display relatively short Au∙∙∙H distances in the solid state 

(2.3-3.0 Å), but the precise location of H atoms in close proximity of such an heavy element as gold 

by X-ray diffraction is intrinsically challenging (14). As emphasized in the review by Schmidbaur et al 

(12), the observed Au∙∙∙H contacts are likely to result from other factors than hydrogen bonding 

(cation/anion interactions, crystal packing…) and their attractive nature has not been substantiated. 

Last year, the existence of Au∙∙∙H–C interactions akin to hydrogen bonds (15–17) within divalent 

hexagold clusters stabilized by diphosphine ligands was discussed by Konishi et al (18) based on the 

short Au∙∙∙H–C contacts observed by X-ray diffraction (2.62 Å) and on the substantial downfield shift 

of the corresponding 1H and 13C NMR signals. Kryachko et al have performed early on computational 

studies on Au∙∙∙H–X (X = N, O, F) hydrogen bonds in gold complexes and clusters (19–21). In addition, 

recent theoretical studies combining geometry optimisations and bonding analyses have examined 

and supported the possible existence of Au∙∙∙H–X hydrogen bonding in Au(I) molecular complexes, 

stimulating and providing guidelines for forthcoming experimental studies: Esterhuysen et al 

investigated extensively the interaction between anionic divalent gold(I) complexes and water (22, 

23), while Berger, Monkowius et al performed a detailed study on a neutral gold(I) complex with a 

chelated NH-pyridinium moiety (24). 

The absence of compelling evidence for hydrogen bonding involving gold is widely recognized and 

well summarized by the following statements excerpted from recent authoritative contributions: 
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- “A screening of the liteture on gold compounds in which the gold atoms may be involved in 

intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonding has not produced consistent evidence for any 

major influences of interactions of the type Au∙∙∙H–X on the molecular structure and dynamics 

of the systems concerned.” (Schmidbaur et al, 2014)(12) 

- “Au∙∙∙H interactions, particularly in complexes, cannot be discussed with confidence as yet” 

(Esterhuysen et al, 2016)(22) 

- “While certain classes of H-bonds to Au(I) coordination centers have been proposed (…) on 

the basis of quantum chemical calculations (…), evidence from the experimental side is sparse 

at most and even the principal possibility of effective Au∙∙∙H hydrogen bonds is set into 

question” (Berger, Monkowius et al, 2017)(24) 

- “even now there are no examples of spectroscopically identified “hydrogen-bond type” Au…H 

interactions.” (Konishi et al, 2017)(18). 

Two main challenges must be overcome to establish and authenticate hydrogen bonding in gold 

complexes. On the one hand, the inherently weak Au∙∙∙H–X interaction must be favoured over other 

competitive bonding situations such as intermolecular Au∙∙∙Au aurophilic interactions (25) and/or 

hydrogen bonding of the H–X moiety with electron-rich sites of the ligands surrounding the metal 

(26). On the other hand, conspicuous evidence for the existence of the Au∙∙∙H–X bond should be 

obtained, besides the observation of short Au∙∙∙H contacts in XRD analysis. 

Based on recent developments in gold chemistry, we reasoned that (P,N) ligands such as ortho-amino 

phenylphosphines (DalPhos) may be good candidates and give access to hydrogen-bonded 

complexes (Fig. 1). The hemilabile character of the DalPhos ligands has been shown by L. Zhang et al 

to efficiently temper the reactivity of -oxocarbenes (27–32). In addition, our group recently 

demonstrated the feasibility and easiness of oxidative addition to gold thanks to such (P,N) ligands 

(the hard N center stabilizes the Au(III) product and lowers the activation barrier) providing a new 

pathway for Au(I)/Au(III) catalysis (33). Due to its basic character, the nitrogen center also gives the 

opportunity to form an ammonium with a protonic N–H bond in close proximity to gold(I). As 

reported hereafter, this strategy proved fruitful and enabled us to form and authenticate hydrogen-

bonded gold(I) complexes. It is worthwhile to note the structural analogy existing between the target 

compounds and the Au complexes deriving from (P,B) and (P,Al) ambiphilic ligands we reported 

previously, in which the Lewis acid moiety coordinates as a -acceptor Z-type ligand with Au acting 

as a Lewis base (34–36).  

<Fig. 1> 

 

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis and characterization of the cationic gold complex 2. 

Addition of 1 equivalent of trifluoromethane sulfonic acid (HOTf) to the MeDalPhos gold complex 1 

immediately leads to a new complex 2 according to 31P NMR spectroscopy (Scheme 1) and 1H NMR 

unambiguously indicates protonation of the nitrogen atom. A broad N–H signal appears at  10.9 

ppm while the N(CH3)2 signal is shifted to low field by about 1 ppm and resonates as a doublet with 

a 3J(H-H) coupling constant of 5.0 Hz. Of note, complex 2 can also be prepared by protonating the 

(P,N) ligand 3 prior to coordination to gold. Upon addition of HOTf, the phosphorus atom, not the 

nitrogen, is protonated, and the P–H phosphonium salt 4 is obtained. Diagnostic NMR features are 
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the low-field shift of the 31P NMR signal ( 17.5 ppm), the large 1J(P–H) coupling constant (485.3 Hz) 

and the absence of low-field shift of the N(CH3)2 1H NMR signal. As shown by X-ray diffraction (SI 

Appendix), the same tautomer is present in the solid state. Despite the protonation of phosphorus, 

compound 4 reacts rapidly with AuCl(SMe2) to give complex 2. The proton shifts from P to N and the 

P atom coordinates to gold, displacing the SMe2 ligand. DFT Calculations predict that protonation of 

the P atom of 3 is slightly more favoured thermodynamically (G = 1.6 kcal/mol) than that of the N 

atom, and that the activation barrier for the proton shift from P to N is fairly accessible at room 

temperature (G≠ = 7.7 kcal/mol) (SI Appendix). 

<Scheme 1> 

Crystals of 2 were grown from a dichloromethane/pentane solution at ‒30°C and analysed by X-ray 

diffraction (SI Appendix). The H atom at N was located in the difference Fourier map and refined 

freely. There is no interaction between the acidic proton at N and the TfO‒ counteranion (shortest 

distance > 4.4 Å), compound 2 adopts a separated ion-pair structure. The N–H bond points towards 

Au and the N–H∙∙∙Au skeleton is close to linear (165(2)°). The Au∙∙∙H distance (2.24(3) Å) is well within 

the sum of van der Waals radii (2.86 Å) (37) and falls in the very low range of those previously 

reported (12). As pointed out previously, short N–H∙∙∙Au contacts are not indicative of attractive 

interactions and the associated metrical parameters should be considered with caution (14). 

Multi-nuclear NMR confirms the general connectivity and according to 2D 1H-1H NOESY experiments, 

complex 2 adopts in solution the same conformation than in the solid state (the Ad groups at P and 

the Me groups at N show correlations with the adjacent H atoms of the ortho-phenylene spacer). The 

very high 1H NMR chemical shift of the N–H proton (10.9 ppm) is typical of H-bonding (1, 2, 38). Spin-

spin coupling has also been inferred as a characteristic of H-bonding M→H–X interactions, although 

such couplings have been measured only very rarely. The 1J(N–H) coupling in complex 2 was 

determined precisely at natural 15N abundance via a 1H-15N HSQC experiment using homonuclear 

band selective (HOBS) detection scheme (SI Appendix). The obtained value (69.7 Hz) is very close to 

that reported by Pregosin and van Koten for a Pt(II) complex featuring an intramolecularly hydrogen-

bonded NMe2H+ moiety (39, 40). 

Infrared spectroscopy can also be a useful analytical probe. For example, significant decrease of the 

O–H stretching frequency was reported for the H-bonding of perfluoroalcohols H‒ORf to Co, Rh and 

Ir (3). Recent computational studies suggest that gold may follow a similar trend (24, 41). No 

characteristic band was detected for the N–H stretch of 2. Considering it may be masked by the C–H 

stretches, we turned to the deuterium-labeled complex 2-D which was readily prepared using DOTf 

(SI Appendix). A N–D band appeared at 2124 cm–1 in the IR spectrum, corresponding to a N–H stretch 

at about 3000 cm–1. This is 500 cm–1 lower than typical wavenumbers for free N–H (ammonium) 

oscillators. This shift confirms the presence of Au∙∙∙H–N bonding in solution and provides direct 

spectroscopic evidence for such H-bonding. 

To probe the chemical influence of the Au∙∙∙H–N interaction in complex 2, we then examined the 

possibility of proton transfer. Mixing the neutral gold(I) complex 1 with its protonated form 2 in 

solution give two well-resolved 31P NMR signals at room temperature, indicating slow, if any, proton 

transfer and chemical exchange between 1 and 2 at the NMR timescale. Cross-peaks in 31P/31P EXSY 

experiments indicate that there is some chemical exchange, but it is slow at the NMR time-scale, no 

coalescence and even no broadening of the NMR signals being observed upon heating at 45°C (SI 

Appendix). The gold complex 2 behaves very differently than the corresponding anilinium salt 
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PhNMe2H,OTf for which proton exchange between the base and acid forms is fast by NMR at room 

temperature and even at low temperature (a unique set of 1H NMR signals is observed for the two 

species down to –70°C). 

 

Computational studies of the cationic gold complex 2: geometry optimization and bonding analysis 

A comprehensive theoretical study was performed to analyse the bonding situation in the gold 

complex 2 (SI Appendix). The main objective of these quantum chemical calculations was to establish 

unambiguously the presence of an attractive N–H∙∙∙Au interaction and to precise its nature. 

Geometry optimization. The B3PW91/SDD+f(Au),6-31G**(other atoms) level of theory was used and 

solvent effects (CH2Cl2) were taken into account by means of the continuum standard solvation SMD 

model. Calculations were first carried out on the naked cations. Several minima were located on the 

potential energy surface (Fig. 2, Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S2). The ground-state structure 2a 

parallels that observed by X-ray diffraction, with the N–H bond pointing towards Au. Two other 

minima 2b and 2c correspond to conformers associated with rotations around the CPh‒N and CPh‒P 

bonds. Another local minimum is the square-planar gold(III) hydride 2d, in which the N center is 

coordinated to gold. 2d results from oxidative addition of the N–H bond to gold and is reminiscent of 

the gold(III) pincer hydride complex recently reported by Bezuidenhout et al (42). In 2a, the H atom 

at N enters the coordination sphere of gold (Au∙∙∙H = 2.134 Å) with a quasi linear N‒H∙∙∙Au 

arrangement (174.2°), in line with that expected for hydrogen bonding. Comparison of the metrical 

data shows that the N‒H bond is noticeably elongated upon interaction with gold (1.046 Å in 2a 

versus 1.024-1.025 Å in 2b,c). The conformers 2b and 2c are located 11-12 kcal/mol higher in energy 

than 2a, which suggests some stabilization of 2a thanks to N–H∙∙∙Au interaction. The gold(III) hydride 

2d is even higher in energy, about 21 kcal/mol above 2a. Inclusion of TfO– in the calculations induces 

only small changes in the optimized geometries and relative energies of the gold(I) conformers, 

indicating that the counteranion has little influence (SI Appendix, Table S4). Relativistic effects are 

known to profoundly influence the properties of gold (5, 24, 43). To assess their impact on the gold-

ammonium interaction in 2a, ADF calculations were performed at the COSMO(DCM)-

BP86/TZ2P//B3PW91/SDD+f(Au),6-31G**(other atoms) level of theory. When relativistic effects 

were not taken into account for the geometry optimization (calculation carried out without ZORA) 

the N–H bond departs from Au and strengthens (SI Appendix, Table S3), reflecting their importance 

in the structure of 2a. In turn, this shows that the N–H∙∙∙Au interaction is assisted by chelation but 

not imposed geometrically in 2a. 

<Fig. 2, Table 1> 

Spectroscopic data. The 1H NMR chemical shifts and IR stretching frequencies computed for the three 

gold(I) conformers 2a-c corroborate the experimental assignment and confirm the presence of a N–

H∙∙∙Au hydrogen bond interaction in 2a (Table 1). Upon interaction with gold, the 1H NMR resonance 

signal for the N–H moiety is predicted to shift from 5.6-6.3 ppm for 2b,c to 11.9 ppm for 2a, in good 

agreement with the signal observed at 10.9 ppm experimentally. The N–H stretches computed for 2b 

and 2c are very similar in energy to that of the anilinium PhNMe2H+ (~ 3500 cm–1), while that of 2a is 

about 500 cm–1 red-shifted, indicating substantial weakening of the N–H bond upon interaction with 

gold (24, 41). For completeness, the N–D stretch for the deuterium-labeled 2a-D was also computed 

(2089 cm–1). The obtained value matches quite well with that determined experimentally (2124 cm–

1). 
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Bonding analysis. The bonding situation in 2a was then analysed using various methods. Natural Bond 

Orbital (NBO) analyses (SI Appendix, Table S6) substantiate the weakening of the N–H bond upon 

interaction with gold. The Wiberg Bond Index (WBI) of the N–H bond decreases from 0.71-0.73 in 

2b,c to 0.61 in 2a, while the WBI for the Au∙∙∙H interaction in 2a is small but significant (0.124). In the 

meantime, the computed NPA charges show some charge transfer from the metal fragment to the 

ammonium moiety: the charge for the PAuCl fragment increases from 0.65-0.71 in 2b,c to 0.76 in 2a, 

while the charge for the NMe2H fragment decreases from 0.66-0.68 in 2b,c to 0.61 in 2a. This charge 

transfer is also apparent from the electrostatic potential (ESP) maps. Side views of 2a and 2b are 

displayed in Fig. 3, left. The ammonium moiety is located in a positive (blue) area in both cases, but 

when H-bonded to gold, its charge is reduced and the surface is lighter. 

<Fig. 3> 

Besides this electrostatic component, the NBO analysis revealed some orbital contribution to the N–

H∙∙∙Au interaction. A weak donor-acceptor interaction (delocalization energy E(2) = 12.8 kcal/mol) 

between an occupied d(Au) orbital and the *(N–H) orbital was found at the second-order 

perturbation theory (Fig. 3, right). This picture is consistent with a 3c-4e interaction, as inferred for 

H-bonded complexes and as opposed to the 3c-2e interaction involved in agostic complexes (1, 44). 

We then turned to Atom-In-Molecules (AIM) analysis. This electron density-based theoretical method 

is very powerful to analyse chemical bonding, including weak interactions. It has been recently 

complemented with NCI plots to detect, visualize and authenticate non-covalent interactions, in 

particular H-bonds (45). These methods have been used to probe and actually support theoretically 

the possibility for water to form H-bonds with anionic and neutral gold(I) complexes (22). The 

electron density at the N–H bond critical point (BCP) is smaller for 2a than for the two conformers 

2b,c ( = 0.319 versus 0.343 e.bohr-3), in line with the bond weakening delineated by IR and NBO. In 

addition, the ground-state structure shows a BCP between the Au and H atoms with  = 0.039 e.bohr-

3 (see Fig. 4, left for the Laplacian of the electron density map). The Laplacian is positive (0.068 e.bohr-

3) and the second Hessian eigenvalue 2 is negative (-0.046), in line with bonding non-covalent Au∙∙∙H 

interaction. This picture is corroborated by the NCI plot (Fig. 4, right). The large and negative value of 

sign(2) between Au and H is indicative of attractive non-covalent interaction and consistent with 

N–H∙∙∙Au hydrogen bonding (45). 

<Fig. 4> 

This detailed analysis thus provides compelling evidence for the presence of N–H∙∙∙Au hydrogen 

bonding in 2a. The computational methods and obtained results complete each other and are all 

consistent with a 3c-4e attractive interaction. Most diagnostic are the AuNH+ transfer of electron 

density and the weakening of the N–H bond. 
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Generalization: preparation, bonding analysis of other gold(I) complexes. 

To complete the study, we then aimed to generalize the bonding situation of 2a to other gold 

complexes. First, we turned to the MorDalPhos ligand 5 with a morpholine instead of dimethylamine 

group next to phosphorus. The corresponding cationic gold complex 6 (Fig. 5) was prepared and 

characterized by multi-nuclear NMR spectroscopy (SI Appendix). Exchange of the TfO counteranion 

for the tetraarylborate BArF
4 (ArF = 3,5-(F3C)2C6H3) enables to grow crystals suitable for X-ray 

diffraction analysis. The proton at N resonates at low field in 1H NMR (11.4 ppm). As apparent from 

the X-ray structure (SI Appendix), complex 6 adopts the same conformation than 2. The N–H bond 

points towards Au (with a quasi-linear N–H∙∙∙Au arrangement, 174(8)°) and the H∙∙∙Au distance is 

quite short (2.27(2) Å). DFT Calculations (SI Appendix) support further the analogy between 2 and 6. 

The ground-state structure of the MorDalPhos complex 6 is that observed experimentally. Its 

geometric and spectroscopic features are very similar to those of 2 (SI Appendix, Table S5). Bonding 

analysis indicates the presence of Au∙∙∙H–N hydrogen bonding, whose magnitude is slightly weaker 

than for the MeDalPhos complex 2 according to NBO and AIM analyses (cf the numerical values of 

the WBI, NPA charges, second-order NBO delocalization energies, electron density at BCPs, SI 

Appendix, Table S6). 

In addition, a couple of gold(I) complexes susceptible to display Au∙∙∙H hydrogen bonding were 

identified from recent literature (Fig. 5). Complex 7 was characterized by NMR and considered, but 

ruled out, as intermediate in the formation of a pincer Au(III) hydride complex (42). Complex 8 was 

envisioned as possible subunit in the assessment of aurophilic binding energies in the gas phase by 

mass spectrometry, without further identification of Au∙∙∙H–N hydrogen-bonding attractive 

interaction (41). According to the optimized geometries (SI Appendix), the H atom at N enters the 

coordination sphere of Au in both cases, with computed H∙∙∙Au distance of 2.22 and 2.45 Å, 

respectively. NBO and AIM analyses do support the presence of some H-type bonding (SI Appendix), 

albeit substantially weaker than those observed in the (P,NH+) gold complexes derived from the Me 

and MorDalPhos ligands. 

<Fig. 5> 

Conclusion 
By simple protonation of a ditopic (P,N) ligand, the cationic complex 2 featuring short contact 

between the gold(I) center and the proximal NH+ ammonium moiety has been prepared. The 

presence of Au∙∙∙H–N hydrogen-bonding has been delineated experimentally by NMR, IR and XRD. 

The bonding situation has been confirmed and further assessed computationally. Geometry 

optimization, exploration of the potential energy surface and thorough analysis of the Au∙∙∙H–N 

interaction have provided compelling evidence for non-covalent attractive hydrogen-type bonding. 

Similar situations have been authenticated in other gold(I) complexes, demonstrating that 2 is not a 

unique case. 

The hydrogen bonding evidenced here represents a new type of gold-hydrogen interaction, 

complementary to covalent Au–H bonds (gold hydrides) (42, 46–49) and Au∙∙∙H–C agostic interactions 

(50, 51) which have been recently authenticated and attract much interest (Fig. 6). This work 

contributes to advance further our knowledge of gold chemistry, which, despite recent advances (12, 

52–57), remains far behind that of the other transition metals, in terms of structures as well as 

reactivity. 

<Fig. 6> 
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Methods and data 

Experimental procedures, analytical data including NMR spectra, crystallographic and computational 

details (including the Cartesian coordinates of the computed structures) are provided as Supporting 

Information. The crystallographic data including atom coordinates and structure factors have been 

deposited in the Cambridge Structural Database (CCDC 1868951-1868953) and can be obtained free 

of charge. 
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Figures & Table Captions 

 
Fig. 1. Gold complexes deriving from chelating (P,N) and ambiphilic (P,E13) ligands. 
 
Scheme 1. Synthesis (two routes) and X-ray structure of the (P,NH+) gold(I) complex 2 derived from 
MeDalPhos. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability, the TfO– counter-anion and hydrogen 
atoms, except that on nitrogen, are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) and bond angles 
(°): P–Au 2.270(1), Au–Cl 2.283(1), Au∙∙∙H 2.24(3), P–Au–Cl 176.98(2), N–H∙∙∙Au 165(2). 
 
Fig. 2. Energy minima located on the potential energy surface of complex 2. Relative energies in 

kcal/mol (G values, with E values into brackets). 
 
Table 1. Key geometric features (distances in Å, angles in °) and spectroscopic data for the three 
conformers 2a-c. 
 
Fig. 3. Left: Electrostatic potential maps for 2a (with the N–H bond pointing and hydrogen-bonded 
towards Au) and 2b (with the N–H bond pointing opposite to gold) plotted over the range 0.1 (red) 
to 0.3 au (blue). The isosurfaces are drawn at 0.002 e.au-3. Right: Superposition of the donor and 
acceptor NBO orbitals (cutoff = 0.08) involved in the N–H∙∙∙Au interaction. Participation of each atom 
in percent in the associated NLMO. 
 

Fig. 4. Left: Contour plot of the Laplacian distribution (rc) for 2a with relevant bond paths and 
bond critical points (green spheres). Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity except that on 
the nitrogen atom. Right: NCI plot for 2a. Gradient isosurface (s = 0.5 au) colored according to a BGR 

scheme over the range of -0.05 < sign (2) < 0.05 au) . Blue indicates strong attraction, green 
indicates very weak interaction, and red indicates strong repulsion. 
 
Fig. 5. Chemdraw structures, optimized geometries (distances in Å, angles in °) and calculated 
electron density maps (Laplacian plot) of the gold(I) complexes 6, 7 and 8. 
 
Fig. 6. Different types of molecular gold complexes featuring Au∙∙∙H interactions authenticated so far 
(selected examples for gold(III) hydrides). 
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Fig. 2. 

 

Table 1. 

 2a 2b 2c 

P‒Au 2.303 2.304 2.305 
Au‒Cl 2.338 2.344 2.339 
N‒H 1.046 1.024 1.025 

Au∙∙∙H 2.134 / / 
P‒Au‒Cl 178.53 176.51 178.14 
N‒H∙∙∙Au 174.18 / / 

NH (cm‒1) 3032.27 3457.31 3445.89 

NH with HNMe2Ph+ -443.32 -18.28 -29.7 

1H NMR (NH, ppm) 11.94 5.64 6.31 
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Fig. 5. 
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Cl 
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BCP (Au∙∙∙H) 

(r) 0.039 e.bohr–3 

2(r) 0.07 e.bohr–5 

BCP (N–H) 

(r) 0.32 e.bohr–3 

2(r) –1.68 e.bohr–5 

 

Au∙∙∙H 

(r) 0.039 e.bohr–3 

2 –0.046 
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Fig. 6. 

 


